
Giraffe Class  
Reading 

Term 5 Week 2 
Activities 

‘It’s all vitamins, 
anyway.’ 



Introduction 

• Each week, we are going to be reading three chapters 
of our new class book, ‘Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory’, by Roald Dahl. 

• I will set you comprehension activities on each chapter, 
to check your understanding. I will add the answers to 
the questions to the following week’s PowerPoint, so 
you can see if you got them right! 

• The reading of each chapter and doing the 
comprehension questions on it should take no more 
than 30-45 minutes, depending on if you are doing 
verbal (talking) or written answers to the questions. 

• I would also like you to spend time on the Reading Eggs 
site, ideally every day, but at least 2-3 times a week 
(link on a later page). 



Read the Book, then do the 
comprehension activities! 

• Read Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory – the 
PDF is a separate document on the class page in the Term 5 Week 1 
section. 

• Children, you should read the story aloud to your parents. 
• Ideally, read each chapter one at a time. 
• Please do NOT read the book introduction after the title page, as it 

gives the whole story away! 
• The book PDF document has handy chapter number links, and if 

you click the chapter number you want, it will take you straight to 
the start of that chapter, which will be useful in the coming weeks 
as we progress through the book. 

• Use the Reading Aloud Checklist to support good quality reading 
aloud. (This is a separate PDF document in the Term 5 Week 1 
section on the class page). 

• After each chapter, complete the comprehension activities. These 
can be done verbally (talking ) with parents, or you can write the 
answers down on your own and ask parents to check them later. 

 



Answers: 
Chapter 1 – Here Comes Charlie 

1. The members of Charlie’s family are: Grandpa Joe, Grandma Josephine, 
Grandpa George, Grandma Georgina, Mr Bucket, Mrs Bucket, and Charlie 
Bucket. (Oops! There are seven, not six!) 

2. The family’s only bed was given to the four old grandparents because 
they were so old and tired. 

3. Mr Bucket is the only member of the family who has a job. He works in a 
toothpaste factory, screwing the caps onto tubes of toothpaste. 

4. I think Mr Bucket hates his job because it is so boring and he doesn’t 
earn enough money to support his family.  

5. Torture: the act of causing great physical or mental pain in order to 
persuade someone to do something or to give information, or to be 
cruel to a person or animal. 

6. Charlie feels his birthday chocolate bar is very precious. The simile is: 
‘treasure it as though it were a bar of solid gold’. 

7. Charlie’s ‘most terrible torturing thing you could imagine’ is that he lived 
within sight of  Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory. 

8. Charlie wished he could go inside the factory and see what it was like. 



Answers:  
Chapter 2 – Mr Willy Wonka’s Factory  

1. After supper each night, Charlie goes into his grandparents’ room to listen 
to their stories. 

2. Charlie’s grandparents are really wrinkly and extremely thin. 
3. Mr Willy Wonka’s factory is ‘the biggest in the world’ and ‘about fifty 

times as big as any other’. 
4. Delicate: needing careful treatment, especially because easily damaged. 

Eager: wanting very much to do or have something, especially something 
interesting or enjoyable. 

5. The thing that is wrong with the phrase: ‘And he sends them to all the 
four corners of the earth!’ is that the earth is round and has no corners! 

6. Charlie says that it is impossible that Willy Wonka has invented an ice-
cream that doesn’t melt, even if you leave it in the sun all day. 

7. Did you name three of the sweets correctly? Check the paragraph 
beginning: ‘And then again,’… 

8. Did you include all the details in your drawing of the sweet?! 



Answers:  
Chapter 3 – Mr Wonka and the Indian Prince  

1. The name of the Indian Prince was ‘Prince Pondicherry’ 
(Prounounced Pondy-cherry’). 

2. The writing technique Roald Dahl uses in his name is alliteration. 
3. Colossal: extremely large. 
4. Did you get six items in the palace that were made of chocolate? 

Check the paragraph that begins: ‘He did, indeed!’… 
5. Mr Wonka warned the Prince to eat the palace quickly as it would 

melt in the hot sun! 
6. What is really strange about Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory is 

that nobody ever comes out and nobody ever goes in. 
7. I think Charlie feels 1. frustrated, 2. annoyed, and 3. impatient 

about having to wait until the next evening to hear more about 
the chocolate factory. 

8. What did you want – anything at all made of chocolate?! 



Questions: 
Chapter 4 – The Secret Workers 

1. Why did Mr Wonka have to ask all of his workers to leave, 
go home, and never come back? 

2. Look up the word ‘deserted’ using an online dictionary. 
What does it  mean? 

3. How long was the factory closed for? 
4. What did people expect Mr Wonka to do when the factory 

started working again? 
5. Name the three other chocolate makers who stole Mr 

Wonka’s secret recipes. 
6. Why hasn’t anybody asked Mr Wonka about the workers? 
7. What is the only thing that is known about the people 

that work in the factory? 
8. What is the news that Mr Bucket is so excited about? 

 



Questions: 
Chapter 5 – The Golden Tickets 

1. What kind of person is Mr Willy Wonka going to allow to visit his 
factory? 

2. How many golden tickets have been hidden in Willy Wonka’s 
chocolate bars? 

3. Look up the word ‘genius’ using an online dictionary. What does it 
mean? 

4. What is Mr Wonka going to give the finders of the golden tickets, 
at the end of the tour? 

5. Which adjective does Grandpa Joe use to describe Willy Wonka? 
6. Give a synonym (another word that means the same thing) for 

‘glistening’. 
7. Why does Charlie say that ‘there isn’t a hope’ of him finding a 

Golden Ticket? 
8. Who does Grandpa George believe will find the Golden Tickets? 

 



Questions: 
Chapter 6 – The First Two Finders 

1. How soon after Mr Wonka’s announcement was the 
first Golden Ticket found? 

2. What was the name of the first finder? 
3. What is the hobby of the first finder? 
4. Grandma Georgina describes the first finder as 

‘repulsive’. Look up the meaning of this word using an 
online dictionary. 

5. What was the name of the second finder? 
6. What did the second finder scream at their father? 
7. Can you think of an adjective to describe the second 

finder? 
8. What is Charlie getting for his birthday? 

 
 



Art Activity – Golden Tickets! 

• What do you think a Golden Ticket would look 
like? 

• Draw or make a Golden Ticket. There are some 
starter ideas on the next page. 

• Things to consider: 
– The colour - how are you going to make it gold? 

– The size – how big would it be, if it was hidden in a bar 
of chocolate, under the ordinary wrapping paper? 

– The writing – what would it say on it? What 
information would be included on the front/back? 



Art Activity – Golden Tickets! 
Here are some shape/design ideas! 



Art Activity – Golden Tickets! 
Here is an example! 



Special Roald Dahl Activities to do! 

• The Official Roald Dahl website has some lovely 
things to enjoy. Go here, and you can watch 
Stanley Tucci read the introduction to ‘The 
Witches’, learn how to draw Willy Wonka with 
Roald Dahl’s illustrator, Quentin Blake, do 
‘Wonka’s Sweet Solutions’ quiz, and step inside 
Willy Wonka’s inventing room to invent your own 
sweets, as well as lots of other fun things! 

• https://www.roalddahl.com/things-to-do-indoors 
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Reading Eggs 

• Log on to the Reading Eggs site and spend 
some time working on there – ideally daily, 
but at least 2-3 times a week. 

• I have set you to the correct level of work. 

• So get cracking! (Get it?) 

• https://readingeggs.co.uk/ 
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Charlie and the Chocolate Factory: 
Audiobook 

• If you’re struggling with reading some 
of the words, listening to the 
audiobook might help! 

• The audiobook of the story is available 
on Audible, which offers a free 30 day 
trial. 

• See Audible, or Amazon, for further 
details: 
– https://www.audible.co.uk/ep/title?asin

=B00MQ0ZL6U&source_code=M2M30D
FT1BkSH101514006I&&ipRedirectOverri
de=true 

– https://www.amazon.co.uk/Charlie-and-
the-Chocolate-Factory/dp/B00MQJHAIS 
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